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School Meals Accountability & Responsibility Training Tools

Review Questions

FOOD PRODUCTION IN SCHOOLS

Name: _________________________________________________

Date: _____/_____/_____

Put a check next to the best answer for each question.
1. Why are accurate food production records important
for school nutrition services?

4. Can favorite family recipes be used in school meals?
____ No they cannot

____ They show trends such as: student likes, dislikes,

____ Yes, but they must be standardized
____ Yes, but they must include 3 food components

and seasonal favorites
____ They ensure that all students have access to the
meals that are planned and offered each day

5. How do you expand the yield of a recipe?

____ They reduce waste or leftover food items

____ Prepare in a larger or smaller pan

____ All of the above

____ Guess how to change the recipe
____ Use the Factor method to expand the recipe

2. When should food production records be completed?

____ Serve smaller or larger portions

____ At the beginning of each day
____ Each day throughout each meal service

6. Dry ingredients like flour MUST ALWAYS be weighed.

____ At the end of each week

____ True

____ At the end of each day

____ False

____ None of the above
7. What is the FIRST thing you do before you weigh
3. If you need to substitute carrots for broccoli, how

an ingredient?

should this be recorded on the Food Production

____ Fill the container with water and weigh

Record?

____ Put the container on the scale, and set the

____ No need to record what you are substituting
____ Make a note on how the requirement will be met

tare weight
____ Fill the container with ingredients

at the end of the week
____ Add a garnish
____ None of the above
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